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JW00℄; in MathWeb we have experimented with the
urrent de-fa to standard Kqml [FF94℄ with good results. While a large-s ale evaluation of this approa h is
still missing, we will not+pursue this in this paper and
refer the reader to [FHJ 99, AK00℄.
Semanti s For the integration of systems it is ru ial to
spe ify on isely and without ambiguity the meaning
of the ex hanged formulae, i.e. there is the problem of
establishing a semanti s for the ommuni ated mathemati al obje ts. Otherwise
the results of the integrated
system an be arbitrary1 . This is well-known as the soalled ontology problem in distributed arti ial intelligen e, the a epted solution to this is to either take
re ourse to a ommon set of on epts (the ontology)
or to negotiate a private ontology for the ommuni ation. OpenMath re ognizes this and o ers the me hanism of \ ontent di tionaries": ma hine-readable, but
normally informal de nitions of the mathemati al onepts involved.
Context The ontext problem is a variant of the semanti s
problem, i.e. in the ommuni ation of two mathemati al software systems (or more generally agents) it is
advantageous to maintain a sense of shared ontext or
state. For instan e, the state an be used to refer ba k
to (parts of) previous formulae that are kept in the soalled ontext. Of ourse it is possible to eliminate ontext/state from the ommuni ation by retransmitting
the relevant parts of the ontext, but this an lead to
an exponential in rease in osts. As a onsequen e almost all mathemati al software systems use some form
of ontext for the ommuni ation with the user. The
OpenMath ommunity has repeatedly dis ussed the
on ept of \dynami CD" for this, but has not rea hed
a on lusion yet.
All in all we see that the on ept of ontent di tionaries in OpenMath addresses important problems (semanti s
and ontext) in the ommuni ation of mathemati al obje ts
over the Internet. Before we go on, let us brie y review
the stru ture of CDs (see Figure 1 for an example); they
are basi ally olle tions of symbol de larations2 , whi h use a
simple in lusion me hanism (CDUses) for stru turing.

Abstra t

The OpenMath framework for transmitting mathemati al
obje ts over the Internet relies on the on ept of Content
Di tionaries (CDs) to de ne the semanti s of mathematial obje ts. This is an essential measure for establishing
a meaningful ommuni ation among mathemati al software
systems (and humans).
Currently, the infrastru ture for on eiving, administering, viewing CDs is limited to a le-based almost at repository. In this paper, we propose to use the OMDo extension
of the OpenMath Xml en oding as an infrastru ture to express and manipulate ontent di tionary information. OMDo extends OpenMath by support for do ument markup
(making the CDs more readable to the human user) and
stru tured spe i ation (making them more expli it, formal,
and allow the user to reuse, and inherit CD information in
a exible, but well-de ned way).
1 Introdu tion

It is plausible to expe t that the way we do ( on eive, develop, ommuni ate about, and publish) mathemati s will
hange onsiderably in the next ten years. The Internet
plays an ever-in reasing role in our everyday life, and most of
the mathemati al a tivities will be supported by mathematial software systems like omputer algebra systems, theorem
provers, mathemati al knowledge bases, visualisation tools,
et ; we will jointly all them mathemati al servi es , if they
are available on the Internet. These will be onne ted by a
ommonly a epted distribution ar hite ture. From the experien e with our MathWeb [FHJ+ 99, FK99℄ and similar
experiments [DCN+ 00, AZ00℄ we an distinguish four kinds
of problems that have to be over ome for realizing the vision
of reating a world wide web of ooperating mathemati al
servi es. We will review them brie y and point out their
relation to the OpenMath e ort.
Syntax This is the very problem addressed by the OpenMath Xml en oding. With its imminent wider a eptan e, and the emerging set of support tools, this
problem will soon be solved.
Proto ol/Control The problems of low-level ommuni ation and ommon ontrol proto ols have to be de ided
upon in the on rete appli ation. OpenMath does not
make a ontribution here, but empiri ally, a very wide
range of su h proto ols and ar hite tures an be exibly modeled by agent-oriented programming [JW98,

1 Re all the re ent in ident of the NASA Mars mission, where
NASA spe i ed metri units but the ontra tor used pounds and
in hes (as a result the probe rashed on Mars.)
2 The a tual term used is CDDefinition, whi h is somewhat misleading, sin e e.g. the property of being ommutative does not really
de ne addition.
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<CD>
<CDName>arith1</CDName>
<CDReviewDate>2000-09-01</CDReviewDate>
...
<CDUses>
<CDName>alg1</CDName>
...
<CDName>relation1</CDName>
</CDUses>
<Des ription>
This CD defines symbols for ommon arithmeti fun tions.
</Des ription>

Symbol de larations ontain a des ription of the symbol together with a set of \ ommented mathemati al properties" (CMP) and \formal mathemati al properties" (FMP) in
the form of OpenMath obje ts. As we see in Figure 1,
these an be arbitrary properties of the symbol (e.g. ommutativity, but not asso iativity in the on rete example of
arith1.o d).
Note that this way of spe ifying the meaning of symbols
is at best a partial solution, sin e the OpenMath framework does not o er any support for ensuring onsisten y,
on iseness, or manipulation of CDs. In short, CDs are not
primary obje ts in OpenMath:
 They are ma hine-readable (OpenMath spe i es an
Xml do ument type de nition), but not ma hineunderstandable, sin e the only part of their ontent
that is fully formalized is administrative information
like review- and expiry dates.
 They are not obje ts intended for ommuni ation
themselves, but are rather viewed as ba kground referen es for the implementors of phrase-books. OpenMath does provide an en oding of CDs as OpenMath
obje ts, but there are no phrase-books or appli ations
using that.
As a onsequen e, their ontent is largely informal (only
Humans an interpret them anyway). Unfortunately, OpenMath misses out on the opportunity to serve also as a standard for the theorem proving and software engineering (algebrai spe i ation ommunities and program veri ation),
where the pre ise (and ma hine-understandable, i.e. formal)
spe i ation of meaning is essential.
Changing this situation, by providing support for making the semanti s of mathemati al obje ts expli it or even
formal is in some sense a mu h larger task, whi h involves
formalizing the mathemati al theories behind them. We will
show that an extension of OpenMath ( alled OMDo ), an
be used as an infrastru ture to support this task. In fa t we
laim (and we will substantiate this in se tion 6) that OMDo is a good drop-in repla ement for CDs in OpenMath.
have used the mathemati al notation instead of the
representation to onserve spa e here.

OpenMath

Do uments

extends the OpenMath standard to en ompass
mathemati al do uments (see [Koh00a℄). This is suitable
for our task sin e almost all of mathemati s (spe i ations
and properties of mathemati al obje ts) is urrently ommuni ated in do ument form (publi ations, letters, e-mails,
talks,. . . ). As these do uments have a omplex stru ture of
their own (often left impli it by typographi onventions),
the spe i task to be solved in the extension to OpenMath
is to provide a standardized infrastru ture for this as well.
As a onsequen e, OMDo provides two sorts of markup
devi es; for
mi rostru ture of mathemati al texts this largely omprises the general pattern \de nition, theorem, proof"
that has long been onsidered paradigmati of mathemati al do uments like textbooks and papers. Furthermore OMDo supports for auxiliary items like explanatory text, ross-referen es, exer ises, applets, et .
See [Koh00 ℄ for details. In a nutshell, OMDo uses
spe ialized Xml elements for all of these whi h may
ontain text representations (in form of CMPs) and formal versions (in the form of FMPs) of the mathemati al
ontent.)
ma rostru ture in terms of mathemati al theories. For
this, OMDo te hniques from the eld of software engineering (see e.g. [LEW96℄ for an introdu tion to algebrai spe i ation), whi h fo uses around the stru tured spe i ation of stru tured formal theories of the
behaviour of software and hardware.
In this paper, we will presuppose an intuition about the
mi rostru ture of mathemati al texts, but on entrate on
the treatment of mathemati al theories (see se tion 3).
OMDo
is developed in the MathWeb proje t (see
http://www.mathweb.org) to serve as
 a ommuni+ation standard between mathemati al servi es [FHJ 99, FK99℄.
 a data format that supports the ontrolled re nement
from informal presentation to formal spe i ation of
mathemati al obje ts and theories. Basi ally, an informal textual presentation an rst be marked up,
by making its dis ourse stru ture4 expli it, and then
formalizing the textually given mathemati al knowledge in logi al formulae (by adding FMP elements;
see [Koh00 ℄ for details.
 a basis for individualized (intera tive) books . OMDo
do uments an be generated from the MBase servi e
(see se tion 6) making use of the dis ourse stru ture
information en oded in MBase. This appli ation is
joint work with Arjeh Cohen's OpenMath proje t at
Eindhoven.
We are urrently evaluating OMDo in the development
of a user-adaptive intera tive book in luding proof explanation based on IDA [CCS99℄. The OMDo representation supports the formalization of (parts of) the mathemati al knowledge
in IDA and makes it a essible to the
+
mega [BCF 97℄ mathemati al assistant system, whi h an

Figure 1: An OpenMath Content Di tionary
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<CDDefinition>
<Name>plus</Name>
<Des ription>
An nary ommutative fun tion plus.
</Des ription>
<CMP>Addition is ommutative, i.e. a+b=b+a</CMP>
<FMP>8 x; y:x + y = y + x</FMP>3
</CDDefinition>
...
</CD>

3 We

OMDo

4 lassifying text fragments as de nitions, theorems, proofs, linking
text, and their relations; we follow the terminology from omputational linguisti s here.

Open-
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prove some of the problems either fully automati ally (by
proof planning) or in intera tion with the user. This newly
developed formal data (it is not present in IDA now) will
enable the reader to read and experiment with the proofs
behind the mathemati al theory, mu h as she an in the
present version with the integrated omputer algebra system GAP [S+95℄.
In the ontext of this proje t, we have developed sophisti ated me hanisms to translate OMDo representations to
output formats like LATEX, HtML, MathMl, and the ommuni ation formats of mathemati al servi es in luding theorem provers and omputer algebra systems. This allows to
browse OMDo s on the web and to produ e ni e printed
output.
We also have rst authoring tools for OMDo that
simplify generating OMDo do uments for the working
mathemati ian. There is a simple OMDo mode for ema s,
and a LATEX style [Koh00b℄ that an be used to generate
ATEX sour es and thus help
OMDo representations from L
migrate existing mathemati al do uments. A se ond step
will be to integrate the LATEX to OpenMath onversion
tools developed in the OpenMath Esprit proje t. Mi hel
Vollebregt has built a program that traverses an OMDo
and substitutes various representations for formulae (in luding the Mathemati a, GAP, and Maple representations)
with the orresponding OpenMath representations.
3 Mathemati al Theories in

4 Simple Theories

Theories are spe i ed by the theory element in OMDo .
Sin e signature and axiom information are parti ular to a
given theory, the symbol, definition, and axiom elements
must be ontained in a theory as sub-elements.
<theory id="monoid">: : :
<symbol id="monoid">
< ommonname xml:lang="en">monoid</ ommonname>
< ommonname xml:lang="de">Monoid</ ommonname>
< ommonname xml:lang="it">monoide</ ommonname>
<signature system="simply-typed">
set[any℄ -> (any -> any -> any) -> any -> bool
</signature>
</symbol>: : :
</theory>

Figure 2: An OMDo symbol de laration
This element spe i es the symbols for mathemati al
on epts, su h as 1 for the natural number \one", + for
addition, = for equality, or group for the property of
being a group. The symbol element has an id attribute
whi h uniquely identi es it (in a OMDo do ument).
This information is suÆ ient to allow referring ba k to
this symbol as an OpenMath symbol. For instan e
the symbol de laration in Figure 4 gives rise to an
OpenMath symbol that an be referen ed as <OMS
d="monoid" name="monoid"/>.
If the do ument ontaining this symbol element is
stored in a data base system, the OpenMath symbol
ould be looked up by its ommon name. The type
information spe i ed in the signature element hara terizes a monoid as a three-pla e predi ate (taking
as arguments the base set, the operation and a neutral
element).
definition De nitions give meanings to (groups of) symbols (de lared in symbol elements elsewhere) in terms
of already de ned ones. For example the number 1 an
be de ned as the su essor of 0 (spe i ed by the Peano
axioms). Addition is usually de ned re ursively, et .
The OMDo definition element supports several
kinds of de nition me hanisms spe i ed in the type
attribute, urrently:
simple The FMP ontains an OpenMath representation of a logi al formula that an be substituted
for the symbol spe i ed in the item attribute of
the de nition.
indu tive The formal part is given by a set of re ursive equations whose left and right hand sides
are spe i ed by the pattern and value elements
in requation elements. The termination proof
ne essary for the well-de nedness of the de nition an be spe i ed in the just-by attribute of
the de nition.
impli it Here, the FMP elements ontain a set of logi al formulae that uniquely determines the value
of the symbols that are spe i ed in the items slot
of the de nition. Again, the ne essary proof of
unique existen e an be spe i ed in the just-by
attribute.
symbol

OMDo

Traditionally, mathemati al knowledge has been partitioned
into so- alled theories (see [FGT92, Far00℄ for an introdu tion), often entered around ertain mathemati al obje ts
like groups, elds, or ve tor spa es. Theories have been formalized as olle tions of
 signature de larations (the symbols used in a parti ular theory, together with optional typing information).
 axioms (the logi al laws de ning the theory).
 theorems; these are in fa t logi ally redundant, sin e
they are entailed by the axioms.
In software engineering a losely related on ept is known
under the label of an (algebrai ) spe i ation, that is
used to spe ify the intended behavior of programs. There,
the on ept of a theory (spe i ation) is mu h more elaborated to support the stru tured development of spe i ations. Without this stru ture, real world spe i ations beome unwieldy and unmanageable.
In OMDo , we support this stru tured spe i ation of
theories; we build upon the te hni al notion of a development graph [Hut99℄, sin e this supplies a simple set
of primitives for stru tured spe i ations and also supports
management of theory hange. Furthermore, it is logi ally
equivalent to a large fragment of the emerging Casl standard [CoF98℄ for algebrai spe i ation (see [AHMS00℄).
All spe i ation languages support me hanisms for spe ifying signature and axiom information, in parti ular, most
also support abstra t data types as a onvenient shorthand for sets of indu tively de ned obje ts and re ursive
fun tions on these. We will subsume these under the label
of simple theories and dis uss their representation in OMDo in the next se tion. After that we will use se tion 5
to dis uss the issue of stru turing and reusing theories by
importing material from other theories.
3

This an be used to dire tly give the on ept dened here as an OpenMath obje t, e.g. as a
group representation generated by a omputer algebra system.
Figure 4 gives an example of a (simple) monoid de nition.
For a des ription of abstra t data types see [Koh00 ℄.

For instan e if the parameter theory spe i es an ordering relation on elements, this must also be present in
theory Nat, and have the same properties there. These
requirements an be spe i ed in the in lusion element
of OMDo . Due to la k of spa e, we will not elaborate
this and refer the reader to [Hut99, Koh00 ℄.

obj

Actualization
Nat-List

<definition id="mon.d1" item="monoid" type="simple">
<CMP>
A stru ture (M ; ; e), is alled a monoid,
if (M ; ) is a semi-group and e a unit for .
</CMP>
</definition>

Enrichment

Nat

Enrichment

Param
Satisfies-Relation

Figure 3: A De nition of a monoid

Figure 5: A Stru tured Spe i ation of Lists

5 Complex Theories and Inheritan e

<theory id="Param">
<symbol id="Elem" type="sort"/>
<symbol id="ord"/>
<axiom ... ord is a partial order on Elem ... /axiom>
</theory>

Not all de nitions and axioms need to be expli itly stated
in a theory; they an be inherited from other theories, possibly transported by signature morphism. The inheritan e
information is stated in an imports element.
imports This element has a from attribute, whi h spe i es
the theory whi h exports the formulae.
For instan e, given a theory of monoids using the symbols set, op, neut (and axiom elements stating the
asso iativity, losure, and neutral-element axioms of
monoids), a theory of groups an be given by the theory
de nition using import in Figure 5.

<assertion id="geq-ord" theory="nat-thy">
<CMP><OMOBJ><OMS name="geq" d="nat"/></OMOBJ> is a
partial order on <OMOBJ><OMS name="nat" d="nat"/><OMOBJ>
</CMP>
<assertion>
<theory id="List">
<imports id="List.im" type="global" from="Param"/>
<symbol id="List-sort" type="sort"/>
<symbol id=" ons"/><symbol id="nil"/>
<symbol id="ordered"/>
</theory>

<theory id="group">
<imports id="group.import" from="monoid" type="global"/>
<axiom><CMP> Every obje t in
<OMOBJ><OMS d="monoid" name="set"/></OMOBJ> has an inverse.
</CMP></axiom>
</theory>

<theory id="nat-list.thy">
<imports id="nat-list.im-nat"
type="global" from="nat-thy"/>
<imports id="nat-list.im-Element"
type="lo al" from="List">
<morphism id="elem-nat">
<requation>
<pattern><OMS d="Param" name="Elem"/></pattern>
<value>
<OMOBJ><OMS d="nat.thy" name="Nat"/></OMOBJ>
</value>
</requation>
</morphism>
</imports>
<in lusion item="elem-nat-in l"/>
</theory>

Figure 4: A theory of groups based on that of monoids
The morphism is a re ursively de ned fun tion
(it is given as a set of re ursive equations using the
requation element, des ribed above). It allows to
arry out the import of spe i ations modulo a ertain renaming. With this, we an e.g. de ne a theory of rings given as a tuples (R; +; 0; ; ; 1) by importing from a group (M; Æ; e; i) via the morphism
fM 7! R; Æ 7! +; e 7! 0;i 7! g and from a monoid
(M; Æ; e) via the fM 7! R ; Æ 7! ; e 7! 1g, where R is
R without 0 (as de ned in the theory of monoids).
lusion This element an be used to spe ify appli ability
onditions on the import onstru tion. Consider for instan e the situation given in Figures 5 and 5, where the
theory of lists of natural numbers is built up by importing from the theories of natural numbers and lists (of
arbitrary elements). The latter imports the element
spe i ation from the parameter theory of elements,
thus to make the a tualization of lists to lists of natural numbers, all the symbols and axioms of the parameter theory must be ful lled by the natural numbers.

morphism

in

List

<axiom-in lusion id="elem-nat-in l"
from="nat.thy"
to="Param" by="ord-nat">
<morphism id="elem-nat-in l-morph"
base="elem-nat"/>
</axiom-in lusion>

Figure 6: A theory of Lists of Natural Numbers
6 A System Infrastru ture for
tent Di tionaries

OMDo

s and Con-

So far we have only taken a look at the OMDo representation format for theories. To see the infrastru tural advantage over the OpenMath CD format, let us ompare e.g.
4

a do ument- entered format, OMDo gives better readability than ontent di tionaries. With its stru turing devi es
inspired by methods from the eld of software engineering
it allows for more on ise and reusable spe i ations.
In the meantime, OMDo is adopted as an data interhange format for theorem provers and program veri ation systems (in luding Isabelle, mega, Clam, Imps,
and InKa). All of these provide a substantial amount of
formalized mathemati al theories, that an be used as CD
information in the OpenMath setting.
Of parti ular importan e in this respe t is the bridge
between the Casl standard (Common Algebrai Spe i ation Language) [CoF98℄ urrently under development in
Saarbru ken and Bremen. This software engineering standard attempts to solve a similar goal as the OpenMath
standard: the ommuni ation of meaningful mathemati al
obje ts over the net. While OpenMath has on entrated
on standardizing the representation of mathemati al obje ts
and web-based ommuni ation, Casl has on entrated on
standardizing the spe i ation of (mathemati al) theories
(i.e. ontent di tionary information).
OMDo borrows from both standards and ombines the
ideas in one system, thus it is well-suited as a basis for solving the semanti s-problem mentioned in the introdu tion.
Together with the MBase system, whi h an a t as an intera tive OMDo /CD server (thus making CD information
dynami ), OMDo an eventually serve as a basis for the
ontext problem mentioned there. This will however require
a tighter integration with the proto ol/ ontrol layer, whi h
we intend to study in the near future taking [AK00℄ as a
basis.

the theories nat-list.thy given in Figure 5 and the theory
of rings alluded to on page 4 with hypotheti al equivalent
CDs.
readability We an use all the presentation me hanisms
developed in the ontext of the IDA proje t mentioned
in se tion 2; this allows to browse CD information as
stru tured texts (as opposed to CD representations in
Xml, whi h is supported by the OpenMath te hnology) on the web and to produ e ni e printed output.
de nitions The de nitions, axioms, and theorems given in
these theories an be expressed as CMPs and FMPs in
CDDefinitions in the CD.
In fa t, we have developed Xsl style sheets that transform simple theories (see se tion 4) into CDs and
ba k [Koh℄. This in parti ular allows to migrate all
existing CDs into our proposed format.
redundan y Note that in the translation ba k into CD
format we loose the information whi h of the properties
are de ning, and whi h just serve illustration purposes
(they are te hni ally redundant, and add no further
spe i ation, sin e they are entailed by the de ning
properties).
reuse both theories reuse other theories, by stru tured inlusion. The ring theory makes use of the monoid
and group theories importing material via a renaming
(CDUses does not allow this), and natlist.thy uses the
parameterized theory list instantiating it with natural
numbers. CDs for these theories would have to dupliate multiply used theories, whi h an lead to ombinatorial explosion, espe ially in the ase of parametri
theories.
Another pie e of infrastru ture whi h an be used for
providing OpenMath infrastru ture for managing ontent
di tionary information is the MBase system, a MathWeb
servi e that a ts as a distributed mathemati al knowledge base. We will not present the MBase system here
(see [FK00, KF00℄), but only look at some appli ations.
MBase an be used to
 olle t and integrate multiple CDs (in OMDo representation), in parti ular, it an be used as a web-based
CD server.
 generate personalized sub-do uments or linearizations
of the stru tured data based on a user model. This
supports browsing and manipulating CD information
in large systems that referen e a great number of CDs.
 answer high-level queries about the existen e of spe i
symbols, e.g. in ases where the a tual CD a symbol is
de ned in is unknown.
7 Con lusion

We have argued that for the spe i ation and formalization
of the meaning of mathemati al symbols we need more support than is urrently available from OpenMath ontent
di tionaries. We have proposed to use the OMDo format
{ an extension to OpenMath that allows to represent the
semanti s and stru ture various kinds of mathemati al do uments { as the basis for an infrastru ture for on eiving,
administering, viewing ontent di tionary information. As
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